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defeat of the motion.

before a single committee of LB 846, of LB 927, of LB 97 6, of
L B 977, LB 10 62 , but advoca t i n g , advocating a piece of
responsibility posed by 1114 elsewhere. I w oul d l i ke us at
least to keep pace with what the public sees and knows is common
sense, a virtue which my colleague, Senator Lamb,w ould in t h e
first...be one of the first in line to defend. In that spirit,
I would ask respectfully that we not be so eager to dispose of
the motion that you approve it, and I respectfully ask for your

PRESIDENT: Thank you. Senator Peterson, please, followed by

SENATOR PETERSON: Nr. President, and members, I rise to support
the. motion to refer this back to Transportation. T hat i s wh e r e
Dr. Rodgers "invividly" said it should belong, by the statutes,
the chapters and everything, and we , Sen a to r Ch ambers, of
course, i s al wa y s i n that committee trying to get a lot of
things moved over to Judiciary, and I get offended a l ot of
imes when I am sitting there referencing when this happens.

And this is what happened, and from like Dr. Rodgers said, and
he has expressed it to the committee time and time again, you
know, this is where these bills should go, but it happens every
once in awhile within that committee,especially with Senator
Chambers, that this is where he wants it to go to Judiciary, and
I get a little fed up with that, and I think that if anybody
knows where they should go it should be Dr. Rodgers because he
has done this for a number of years. So I would request that
you, like you colleagues of mine, that you refer it back to
Transportation where it was originally put by Dr. Rodgers.
Thank you.

P RESIDENT: Than k y o u . Senator Beck, you are next, but may I
introduce some guests, please, in the south balcony. From
around the st at e , we have 30 members of the Nebraska Speech,
Language, and Hearing Association and t he y ar e composed of
members all over the state. Would you please rise and be
recognized by the Legislature. Thank you for visiting us this
morning. We should also recognize our physician of the day,
comes from Senator Wehrbein's area. Dr . Gar y Rad emacher of
Nebraska City, would you please rise so we can recognize you.
Dr. Rademacher, we appreciate your services today. T hank y o u .
Senator Beck, p l ease.

S ENATOR BECK: Thank y o u . Nr. President, and members of the

Senator Beck and Senator Labedz.
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